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What is Jungled?
Jungled is a medium complexity combat strategy game for 2 to 4 players.
Four unique tribes - Ahi, Monama, Hadani and Seuilok - hide their warriors and
shamans in thickets of jungle and uncover them at the right time with surprise
attacks, defensive ambushes or powerful abilities. Players take roles of warlords who
control the fate of each tribe: recruit new soldiers and send them out to meet demise,
return dead ones to life, command spirits and tribe heroes.
The main idea is that all unit tokens (wooden blocks) have two sides. Tribe mask
(standing up unit) indicates that the unit is hidden in the jungle from all opponents,
while unit picture visible to all players shows that the unit has been revealed.
Choosing time and place when to reveal and surprise the opponent is a skill to master;
it separates surviving tribes from defeated ones.

Hidden unit

Revealed unit

How to win?
There are two ways to eliminate an
opposing tribe:
1.

Move a unit onto their village.

2.

Attack their revealed totem.

Village

If there is more than one opponent, you (or your team) must
eliminate all of them in order to win.

Revealed
totem

Rules in grey rectangles like this is where you will most likely find your answer
during a confusing situation while playing. If the confusion is unit-specific,
please look at pages 23-26 (FAQ section).
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Components
Game board
4 unit
bags

28 unit cards

67 unit tokens

16 thickets

Sua Sua’s mountain

Rulebook

15 damage markers
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4 Tribes
Below is a brief description of four tribes and in the next page their backstories.
You are welcome to have a look. Then every player should select a tribe.
Note: if you will play the first 4 player game, note that Hadani and Ahi will play as
team A while Monama and Seuilok will play as team B.
First 2 player game
Name

Hadani

Monama

Add for 3 & 4
player game

Add for 4
player game

Seuilok

Ahi

Tribe
mask

What
are
they?
Good
at

Bad
at

Silent rogue
fighters
+ Harassing
opponents
+ Exploiting
mistakes
- Situational
abilities

Solemn
sentinels of
jungle spirits
+ Defence
+ Powerful
heroes when
supported

Mystical army
of the undead

- Poor overall
attacking
power

+ Recurring
attacks
+ Good value
from own
death
- Relies on
specific
combos
heavily

Crazy
aggressive
warriors
+ Strong units
+ Fast and
unpredictable

- Makes easy
targets for
opponents

For the first game each player gets all the components from the box section with
their selected tribe:
1) tribe bag
2) unit cards (do not shuffle them!)
3) extra units
Place the game board side A up for a 2 or 4 player game, side B for a 3 player game
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Backstory of the tribes
Hadani. Peace was lasting and prosperous in Hadani land until one early morning a ring

belonging to Pua Mica, chief Tutua's wife, has been found in the basin of a nearby river.
Tutua did not take long to realize - staying back in the village was a mistake. A snake
poisoning should not have stopped him from being part of the journey to find a place for
a new settlement. Anger and grief had no limit for the tribe leader. Hadani trackers were
quick to provide an answer - upstream Monama and Ahi tribes were adamant they have
nothing to do with it. Indeed, there was nothing left to do for Tutua, but to gather twelve
of his best men, find Pua Mica and pay for her harm in rival blood. Revenge is always the
most important reason for Hadani to engage in combat and because of advanced sneak and
harassment skills it is highly likely they will get it.
Monama. Jungle is a sacred place for Monama. It is their home,
sometimes called inside the tribe as "Mother" or "Father". Monama
does not attack first and always avoids casualties if possible, but they
have very good reasons for defence. Short heighted, excellent at using
bows and faithful to forest spirits, Monama are always surrounded by
them, even if it is not obvious to non-believer. No day is spent without
a dance, ritual or festival to appease some of the spirits. In return,
powerful ethereal dwellers of jungle help Monama to hide, ambush
and repel any intruder or passerby.
Seuilok. Few people understand what Seuiloks are - too lifeless and flayed for a human,
too cruel for a spirit. Also, it does not help that only few are blessed to escape from El
Coco and tell about the dread. All of the victims succumb days later and envision a dogheaded figure with eyeless sockets just before leaving. General understanding is that
Seuilok is more a myth than a tribe. Only they know their goal, which is very real - make
a path from this world to the underworld; this path needs many bones to pave it and many
sacrifices - of either own blood or not. The Ascendant causes chaos on the ground, the
Descendant down below and the Scourge is mediator between both worlds.
Ahi. War was always the way of life - through war Ahi gain and
lose, live and die. It is a stream of resources and stream of mana authority, influence, spiritual power. Every casualty and captured
village increases mana, every loss in battle takes it away. Mana for
warrior makes him a commander, commander a hero, tribe a
legend. Indeed, Tatariki, current chieftain of Ahi takes great care
in training his troops advanced tactics and menacing growls. Albeit
Ahis are true berserkers in combat, the tribe follows strict discipline
and hierarchy. Is that not a good enough reason to capture a
beautiful woman from other tribe for more mana?..
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How to read a unit card
Each unit token is represented by a unit card. The key elements on a card are:
1. This is the key upside-down reference information for your opponents (unit
ability and power/health).
2. Setup number. This is used only during introductory game, indicating when
this unit becomes available (page 16).
3. Graveyard: defeated units are placed on these squares. The number of squares
also indicates the number of such unit a player has (but usually only one hero).
4. Summoned unit graveyard: some
units can summon other units. If
they do, summonable units are shown as black and white pictures in their
graveyards. If summoned units are not on the board, they should always be
here.
5. Tribe mask
6. Ability: unique for each unit. All but summoned units have one. Abilities will
be covered in more detail later in this rulebook (page 12).
7. Power/health: the first number shows attack damage, the second one – how
much damage unit must receive to die. Two unique unit features can also be
shown here:
• Ranged
- unit is capable of inflicting ranged damage.
• Armoured
8.

- first point of damage from any source is always prevented.

Such symbol indicates that this unit is special - Silent (you will learn more in
page 13).

Regular unit card

Hero unit card
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Turn structure
Each turn in Jungled has 4 phases: Upkeep, Main phase and Deploy phase. You proceed
with all four before passing the turn.
1. Upkeep
– “during your upkeep” abilities trigger
2. Main phase
2.1 Move step
2.2 Reveal step
– use triggered abilities and/or prepare for attack
2.3 Attack step
3. Deploy phase
– gain new units
– you may shuffle your hidden units

1. Upkeep
The only thing you have to check during this phase if there are any
icons on your units on
the board. These abilities trigger now – for example, you might get to look at a hidden
opponent’s unit, hide one of yours or move a certain area on the map.
You will find more on abilities in page 12.

2. Main phase
Main phase consists of 3 steps: 1) move, 2) reveal and 3) attack. You activate a unit during
your turn once and then proceed with all 3 steps in this specific order.
•
You can skip any of these three steps.
•
You can activate units in any order your like.
•
Do not move/reveal/attack with multiple units at the same time!
Note: you can only activate 3 units during your turn.

1.1 Move step
This is when you move the active unit by one
area. Remember that units can
never be placed on
three kinds of areas:
a)
b)
c)

3 friendly units
Mountains
Enemy units

Mountain
Waypoint
Jungle
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Example: all allowed (green) and
not allowed (red) movement areas.

Waypoints show the way through the jungle: they provide an ability to move again
if you step on them. You can also move over multiple adjacent waypoints.
You cannot use waypoints with enemy units or 3 friendly units, but units can
always stand on them.
1.2 Reveal step
You can reveal the active unit during this step if it has not been
revealed yet. There are two main reasons to do so:
• Use unit abilities which require it to be revealed
• If the unit will be used in combat, it must become revealed.
If you want to attack, but the active unit has been already revealed,
just skip this step.
Note:
•
•
•

The opposite action to revealing is called hiding.
Revealed units stay revealed as long as they are on the board if
nothing else causes them to hide.
There is also a word “show” in some abilities, which means that
you physically show what it is for your opponent (but the unit stays
hidden afterwards).

Reveal step example: Caroline (Monama tribe - white) decides to reveal Shaman
Animist. Unique Shaman Animist ability allows her to move any revealed enemy
unit.

2

1
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.3 Attack step
Every combat happens in the following order:
1
1)
Choose any enemy unit on an adjacent area to declare an attack.
2)
If the attacked unit is hidden, reveal it (also reveal any unit if it is
3
about to receive damage when not in combat).
3)
Both attacking and defending units deal damage to each other
according to their power.
4)
If a unit has more or the same amount or more damage than
Hero card with
health, move it to the graveyard immediately (white squares on
damage markers
unit cards).
Note: damage is cleared from regular and summoned units at end of
each turn. Heroes receive permanent damage. Use damage markers to indicate received
damage.

Multiple attacks
•
•

Every unit can be attacked any number of times per turn.
It will receive from and deal damage to every attacker.

Ranged attacks
•

If attacking unit has a bow symbol ( ) next to its power then it is capable of
performing a ranged attack by attacking from a distance of 2 areas.

•

If a ranged attack was performed against a unit on an adjacent area, attacker
receives damage because the attack is considered melee and not ranged.
During ranged attack the attacker receives no damage except when attacking
another ranged unit.
Ranged attacks can be performed through mountains.

•
•

Combat Example 1: Caroline decides that she wants to attack a 2/3 Hadani Infiltrator with
her Shaman Animist (1). Both units deal 2 damage (according to their power) to each other.
Hadani Infiltrator survives, because she has 3 health, but Shaman Animist does not (2).

2
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Combat Example 2: Caroline decides she does not want to move her hidden unit,
but she wants to attack with it. She reveals 1/4 Monama Sentinels and attacks 2/3
Hadani Infiltrator with it. Both units deal damage to each other. Hadani Infiltrator
has received 2+1 damage and now dies, but Monama Sentinels survive with 2
damage (3).

3

2
3
ombat Example 3: Caroline reveals a 1/1 Firemane Dancer and attacks a hidden
unit on an adjacent area. That unit is revealed. It is a Hadani hero – 2/7 Tutua
Farsighted. Firemane Dancer dies and Tutua survives, but this damage on it will
remain for the rest of the game (4). Firemane Dancer’s ability allows Caroline to
summon a 3/2 Lion spirit to this area (5).

5

4
2

2

2

1
Combat Example 4: It is now Tom’s
6
(Hadani) turn. He decides to move
his 2/7 Tutua Farsighted and now
attacks a revealed 3/2 Lion spirit.
Since Lion spirit is not a ranged unit,
it does not deal damage back to
Tutua, but receives 2 damage and
10
dies (6).

1

2

1

3.

Deploy phase

After the main phase you receive new units in this way:
1) Draw up to 3 random units from your bag.
Camp
2) Return 1 of these units back to the bag.
3)

Deploy remaining 2 on the board based on these rules:
• You can place them only on your village or any camps that you or
your teammate controls (you have units on them).
• Maximum of 1 unit can be deployed per camp.
• There can never be more than 3 units on the same area.

Note:
•

If you have only 1 or 2 units in your bag before deploy phase, draw and
deploy all of them.

•
•

You must deploy units if possible.
Unless mentioned otherwise, units always enter then board hidden – no
matter if during deployment phase or not.

Example
Caroline draws 3 units and chooses one to be put on her camp (1). Another unit
cannot be put on the same camp any more because she has deployed one there
already this turn (2). It cannot also be put on an empty camp, because Caroline
does not control it, so Caroline decides to put it on her village instead. Last unit
is returned to her bag (3).

1

2
3
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At the end of your deploy step you may shuffle hidden units if they are on the
same area (if you think that your opponents might have an idea where specific unit
is hiding).
After that, player on your left proceeds with their turn (except in 2 vs 2 game – see
more in setup).

Game end
As mentioned in the beginning of the rulebook, there are 2 ways to eliminate an
opponent from the game.
a) Move your unit onto an enemy village.
b) Capture an enemy totem:
1) If the totem is hidden and gets attacked or receives damage by other
means, it gets revealed (like any other unit). It cannot receive
damage until its owner’s next turn.
2) If the totem is revealed and receives 1 damage, it is considered
captured.
In a 4 player game, a team needs to capture the village or both enemy totems in
order to win the game.
Revealed totems can attack other units (dealing 0 damage).

Unit abilities
Triggered abilities
Triggered abilities are specific effects which require a particular condition to be met
in order to occur. All triggered abilities are displayed in this fashion:
Condition :
Effect

1/1

Condition

on unit token

on unit card
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Note that the condition is always written in bold on unit card and ends with colon
“:”. It is common for them to trigger even during the opponent’s turn, especially
when unit is attacked and then becomes revealed.
There are various triggered ability condition types, all listed here:
During
upkeep

When unit…
Becomes Attacks
revealed (melee)

Attacks
(ranged)

Defends

Dies

Is
drawn

Others
See card.
Symbol on
token -

Note:
• When the condition is met, triggered ability effect must happen if possible
and it must happen immediately.
• Pay good attention to the sequencing of ability triggers – for example,
attacker’s
or
abilities are always triggered before defender’s
or
abilities (according to turn structure).
• Units can never attack friendly units or be sacrificed.
• In rare cases, multiple
abilities are triggered at the same time - then player
whose turn it is chooses target(s) and resolves abilities first, followed by other
players in clockwise order. If multiple
abilities of the same player are
triggered, they can choose the order.
Passive abilities
A few hero abilities are passive. They work only as long as this unit is revealed and
is on the board. They are displayed in this way:

Constant effect

1/1
Silent heroes
A few heroes have a “Silent”
also intact while they are hidden.

icon on them. Because of that their abilities are
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Thickets
In the jungle some areas are so thick that units cannot really see what kind of terrain
lies ahead – these areas are called thickets. When any unit moves on a particular
thicket for the first time, it is flipped over (explored).
How to read a thicket

Unexplored thicket
1.

Explored thickets

Area title and type (optional) – all explored thickets have their own title.
Some explored thickets also have a type of area below the title – this helps
you recognize what type of area that is.

2. Effect – effects can be of two types:
a. Area effect – all units on this area are affected by this ability at all
times.
b. Exploration effect – such effect is a one-shot effect. It is triggered
immediately when a unit moves onto an unexplored thicket.
Thickets can be either good or bad for you, but in general there are more benefits
than traps, so you should not be afraid of exploration.
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Next 7 pages describe board setup for a first 2, 3 or 4 player game. During the game,
you may want to check FAQ section in the end of the rulebook if you have unitspecific questions.
Small strategy tip: usually the best warlords strike a balance between being passive
and aggressive. So use your three unit activations wisely!
Enjoy your jungling!
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Setups and FAQs
Introductory game specific rules
All of these rules and abilities can seem very daunting at first. For that reason if half or more
players are new to the game, we advise to play the standard games listed on the next pages
with this modification:
Setup: Flip over (face-down) cards with setup number numbers

I

on the top left corner

of each unit card. Read only all available (face-up) unit abilities aloud before starting the game
(with setup numbers )
Before your deploy phase: turn over the card with a setup number higher than your last
revealed card face up, read new unit ability aloud and then put all new unit tokens (graveyards
show how many) of this type to your bag. Proceed with this your every turn until all your units
are available.
player also puts summoned units in their graveyards when they become
available. First
deploy step example:
Custom games (for more experienced
players) – apply to Setups in next pages:

1

1. You can use heroes from the stack
labelled “custom game”.
2. Players can select any tribe they want.
3. Any tribes can be in one team in a 4
player game.
4. To determine the starting player for a
standard game, choose a bag and let all
players draw one unit from it. Player who
draws the unit with the highest power
chooses who starts the game. If a few
players are tied for the highest power,
they draw another unit and compare
again. Units are returned back to the bag
after this process. This is done before
choosing a hero. Note: do not use
Monama units to determine the starting
player.

2

Deploy

Each player chooses a hero secretly and
reveals it when all players have chosen one.
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2 Player Game Setup

1. Place the board A side
up.

A side

2. Each player sits at the
specific position of the
board as indicated in the
illustration.
3. Shuffle all thickets and
put 1 on each area
with
. Remaining ones
will not be needed.
4. Keep damage markers
near heroes.
5. Players put their:
a) hero card and
b) remaining unit cards next
to their villages in separate
piles.

1 11
3

3 33
1

6.

player finds one

3/2 Lion spirit and two 0/1
Decoy tokens and puts them
onto their graveyards (omit this

step if you use introductory
game specific rules).

7.

Players

draw starting

units from their bag and
setup them
according

secretly and
to

what

is

suggested to the standard
game reference boards next
to their villages (orange no.
7). Heroes can be placed in
any

of

these

positions.

Hidden sides (tribe mask)
should

be

facing

the

opponent.
player starts the first
game/see p. 16 if it is not
your first game.
Note: faded areas on the
other side of the dashed
lines are not used for 2player game.

3 Player Game Setup
1. Place the board B
side up.

the specific position
of the board as

B side

2. Each player sits at

indicated in the
illustration.

3. Shuffle all thickets
and put 1 on each
area with
.
7 will not be needed.

4. Players put their:
a) hero card and
b) remaining unit
cards next to their
villages in separate
piles.

3
1

5. Keep damage
markers near heroes.

1

3

6.

player finds one 3/2

Lion spirit and two 0/1 Decoy
tokens and puts them onto their
graveyards (omit this step if you

use introductory game specific
rules).

7. Players draw starting units
3
1

from their bag and setup them
3

1

secretly and according to what
is suggested to the standard
game reference boards next to
their villages (orange no. 7).
Heroes can be placed in any of
these positions. Hidden sides
(tribe mask) should be facing

3
1

3

the opponent.
player starts the first

1

game/see p. 16 if it is not your
first game.
Note the Gate of Omnipotence
area in the middle of the
board. This is a third unique

win condition in 3 player
game.

4 Player Game Setup

3
1

3

A side

1

1. Place the board A side up.

TEAM B

Player 4

2. Each player sits at the

specific position of the board
as indicated in the illustration.
Team A is on one side and
Team B on another.
3. Shuffle all thickets and put
1 on each area with

.

One remaining thicket will not
be needed.
4. Keep damage markers near
heroes.
5. Players put their:
a) hero card and
b) remaining unit cards next to
their villages in separate piles.

3
1

3

1

Player 1

6.

player finds one

3/2 Lion spirit and two 0/1
Decoy tokens and puts them
onto their graveyards (omit this

Player 2

1

3

3

1

step if you use introductory
game specific rules).
7. Players draw starting units
from their bag and setup them
secretly and according to what
is suggested to the standard
game reference boards next to
their villages (orange no. 7).
Heroes can be placed in any of
these positions. Hidden sides
(tribe mask) should be facing
the opponent.

3
1

1

3

player starts the first
game/see p. 16 if it is not your
first game.
Note: Turns do not proceed
clockwise in a 4 player game–
simply follow indications on
the game board for turn order.
Teammates can share any

TEAM A

Player 3

information they like.
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Ahi Ability FAQ

• Ahi Commander can return itself, even when attacked (no
rule stops it from doing this).
• Totems can be returned (no reason they cannot).
• Menacing Hellcat can return attacker to the bag if it is
attacked while hidden. In such case, no damage is dealt
and attacker still counts toward activated units for that turn

(attacks always count towards activation limit once
declared).
• You cannot draw and place the unit if a) there are no units
in the bag or b) there are already 3 units on the area.
• Unit enters the board hidden (as usual).
• If you decide not to deploy this unit, return it to the bag.

Ahi
Brawler

Ahi
Warcaller

Menacing
Hellcat

Ahi
Commander

Regular Units

• Once this tribe this chosen, this effect applies even if Horu
is defeated afterwards before your next turn (when the

condition is met, triggered ability effect must happen).

• Tatariki does count towards these 5 units.

Mahu Mahu

Tatariki

Horu Horu
Horu

Hero Units
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Monama Ability FAQ

Firemane
Dancer

Monama
Sentinels

Regular Units

• Monama Sentinels can hide themselves or heroes (no rule stops it from

doing this).
• Monama Sentinels has to be revealed to use this ability (like all

abilities of non-silent units).
• You cannot summon a Lion Spirit if it is not in the graveyard.
• You cannot sacrifice this unit for no reason or make it attack friendly
units (you can never sacrifice units).
• This Lion Spirit can move and attack this turn (no rule stops it from

Shade
Hunter

Shaman
Animist

doing this).
• You can move the attacker if Shaman Animist becomes revealed by
enemy attack. If after movement attacker is too far for a regular attack,
no combat damage is dealt. In any case, such attack counts toward
unit activation limit for the turn.
• You do not receive a Decoy if a) there are no Decoys in the graveyard
or b) there are already 3 units in the area.
• This Decoy can move and attack this turn (no rule stops it from doing

this).
• You cannot make Bokasi have more health than in the beginning (no

heroes can ever do that).
• If Bokasi has no damage while attacking, it cannot “prevent” incoming
damage.

Losambo

Alima

Bokasi

Hero Units

• You do not summon a Lion Spirit if a) it is not in the graveyard or b)
there are already 3 units in the area.
• This Lion Spirit can move and attack this turn (no rule stops it from

doing this).

Decoy

Lion
Spirit

Summoned Units

• Lion Spirit can move and attack like any other unit. It has no abilities.
• You can move and attack with Lion spirit the turn it comes into play.
• Lion Spirit cannot be hidden (both sides are considered revealed).
• Decoy can move and attack like any other unit. It has no abilities.
• You can move and attack with Decoy the turn it comes into play.
• Attacking with decoy reveals hidden unit and deals no damage.
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Seuilok Ability FAQ

Cocomancer

El Coco

Seuilok Poisoner

Trinity
Disciple

Regular units

• The first and second Trinity Disciple dying have no effect.
• You cannot sacrifice this unit for no reason or make it attack
friendly units (you never can).
• Heroes return to the board with no damage.
List of all affected units:
•
•

•

– Ahi Brawler, Aspired Tatariki
– Firemane Dancer, Bokasi the Hunted, Alima the
Shrouded
– Hadani Tracker, Martyr Patriarch, Hunter of the Lost

• You cannot make heroes have more health than in the
beginning (no heroes can ever do that).
• You cannot sacrifice this unit for no reason or make it attack
friendly units (you never can).
• Unit enters the board hidden (as usual).
• This El Coco can move and attack this turn (no rule stops it

from doing this).

• Cocomancer enters the board hidden (as usual).
• This Voodoomancer can move and attack this turn (no rule

stops it from doing this).

The Scourge

The
Descendant

The Ascendant

Hero units
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Hadani Ability FAQ

• You cannot avoid movement when this ability is triggered

Hunter of the Lost

(there is no word “may”).
• The ability works exactly the same way if it is attacked by a
ranged attack. In other words, if the ranged attacker is alone
on the area, Hunter of the Lost is 3/3 and if not, it is 2/2.
• Hunter of the Solitary is 2/2 if it is not attacking or
defending, for example when receiving damage from Martyr
Patriarch or Booby Trap (because ability condition is not

Hadani
Infiltrator

Hadani
Tracker

Regular units

• This ability does not allow you to draw any more units, just
permits to deploy your normally drawn second unit on the
camp you have just started to control.
• Limit of maximum 3 units per area still applies (it always

fulfilled).

Martyr Patriarch

does).
• Friendly units receive this damage as well (no reason they

should not).
• You cannot sacrifice this unit for no reason or make it attack
friendly units (you never can).
• Indirect damage is not considered an attack, so no units are
defending against it.

• You can attack the unit you have looked at (players can only
shuffle their units during Deploy phase).

Lalapika

Sua Sua

Tutua

Hero units

• If Lalapika is on an Unsafe Haven, it still can attack for 1+1
damage (this ability does not consider Lalapika’s power).
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How to teach Jungled?
Theme
Reveal
mechanic
How to win?

4 tribes

Unit cards

Turn
structure

Game end

Unit abilities

Introductory
game setup

“Players are warlords of four distinct tribes. Each tribe hides their
warriors, shamans and heroes in the jungle. The warlord who sets up the
smartest ambushes wins.”
Explain that units have two sides – one visible to all players (revealed
) and one only to the owner (hidden). Timing when to reveal units is key.
There are two ways: a) move one of your units onto the enemy village,
b) attack a revealed totem (attacking a hidden totem reveals it). Doing
either eliminates the player from the game.
Describe tribes:
•
– crazy aggressive warriors
•
– solemn sentinels of jungle spirits
•
– recurring army of the undead
•
– silent rogue fighters
Ask players to select their tribes and teams.
Explain key parts on unit cards:
1) Where are graveyards and what they mean
2) Where to find unit power/health
3) Where to find if unit is ranged/has armour/silent
Explain turn structure:
1) Upkeep – “this is when you have to check if you have
symbols on
your units on the board”
2) Main phase – “you may activate up to 3 of your units during your
turn and do up to 3 steps in this order with an active unit”:
1. Move step – Where you can and cannot go, waypoints.
2. Reveal step – Why would you want to reveal.
3. Combat step – Explain in detail, covering 1) ranged attacks 2)
hero damage 3) attacking the same defender multiple times.
3) Deploy step – “draw 3, place 2”. Explain where you can and cannot
place units and that you can shuffle them afterwards.
Ends when all enemy players are eliminated or a revealed totem is
receives damage (also look at Gate of Omnipotence if it is a 3 player
game).
Briefly mention what types of abilities there are in the game (passive,
triggered, silent) and what can trigger triggered abilities. You do not
have to read through all unit cards!
Mention that since this is your first game, we will add unit types to the
game one by one: each player starts with only unit type tokens in bag.
Before deploy step, they get one more unit card and add these new units
to the bag.
player starts the game.
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